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The generalized multipole technique (GMT) is a powerful frequency-domain technique for the simulation
of scattering problems.1 – 4 It is used for the study of
a broad range of applications, for example, near-f ield
microscopy,5 scattering by particles,6 and design of
antennas.7 The aim of this Letter is to extend this
technique to handling three-dimensional anisotropic
scatterers in a way similar to that by which we recently
handled the two-dimensional case.8
The basic idea of the GMT is to decompose the
scatterer into homogeneous domains and to represent the f ield in each domain by an expansion fulfilling Maxwell’s equations inside the corresponding
domain. The boundaries between the different domains are discretized with D points, and the six
boundary conditions for the electric and the magnetic f ields at each discretization point are enforced,
which leads to a system of equations with N unknowns and six D equations, where N is the total
number of expansion parameters. The number of discretization points D is usually chosen such that the
system of equations becomes strongly overdetermined.
In this way, the residual error on the boundary conditions at the discretization points gives a good measure of the overall result accuracy. A more detailed
description of the GMT is available in the literature.9,10 The expansion that is generally used for any
simply connected closed domain is the Bessel multipole
expansion (BME). For isotropic media, this expansion
is def ined by use of the scalar Bessel multipole,11
clm srd  jl skjrjdYlm su, fd ,

(1)

where jl skjrjd is the spherical Bessel function,
Ylm su, fd is the spherical harmonics, and k is the wave
number in the medium. The electric fields of the
electric and the magnetic Bessel multipoles of degree l
and order m, respectively, are

To obtain the Bessel multipole for an anisotropic
medium, we f irst express the Bessel multipole for an
isotropic medium with a plane-wave expansion. In
other words, we search the plane-wave distribution
representing the multipole. Then, the same distribution is used, but with the plane waves corresponding
to the anisotropic medium. To the best of our knowledge, a plane-wave expansion of the Bessel multipole
has never been presented in the literature. Nevertheless, its derivation is similar to that of the plane-wave
expansion for the Hankel multipole, which was brilliantly described by Bobbert and Vlieger.12
The starting point of their derivation [Ref. 12,
Eq. (6.1)] was the spectral representation of the scalar
Hankel multipole [Eq. (1), with the Hankel function instead of the Bessel function]. We therefore represent
the scalar spherical solution with the Bessel radial
function [Eq. (1)] in a similar manner13:
i 21 Z
clm srd 
expsikk̂0 rdYlm su 0 , f 0 ddV 0 ,
(4)
4p S 0
where k̂0 is a unit vector pointing in the su 0 , f 0 d
direction, the integral domain S 0 represents the entire
domain of the spherical variables u 0 and f 0 su 0 
0 . . . p, f 0  0 . . . 2pd, and dV 0 is the corresponding
solid angle fdV 0  sinsu 0 ddf 0 du 0 g. Using a derivation
similar to that of Bobbert and Vlieger, based on Debye
potentials and Hertz vectors, we find that the planewave representation of the Bessel multipoles becomes
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The BME of order L is then the linear combination
of the Bessel multipoles given in Eqs. (2) and (3) with
l  1 . . . L and m  2l . . . l.
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(5)

2 Ṽlm eu0 , f0 srdgdV 0 ,

(6)

where Ũlm and Ṽlm are sums of Legendre functions that
depend on u 0 and are def ined in Eq. (8.5) of Ref. 12 and
f
u
eu,
f srd and eu, f srd are the electric fields of the plane
waves propagating in the su, fd direction and polarized
in the u and the f directions, respectively.
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As we want to use this plane-wave representation for
anisotropic media, we need the plane-wave solution for
an anisotropic medium. Such a plane wave is a solution of an eigenvalue problem where the eigenvectors
represent the polarization and the eigenvalues represent the corresponding propagation constants.14 For
pw 1
each su, fd direction, two plane waves, eu, f srd and
pw 2
eu, f srd, are then obtained, but their polarizations usually do not coincide with the u and f polarizations of
the plane waves in Eqs. (5) and (6). We therefore define pseudo a-polarized plane waves, where a stands
pw
for u or f, as a linear combination of eu, f1 srd and
pw 2
eu, f srd:
pw

pw

1
2
a
a
a
eu,
f srd  au, f eu, f srd 1 bu, f eu, f srd ,

(7)

a
where the coefficients aa
u, f and bu, f are set such that
the corresponding displacement field is a polarized
at the multipole origin sr  0d. We call the f ield in
Eq. (7) a pseudo plane wave because the sum cannot be
written as a plane wave, as the propagation constants
pw 1
pw 2
of eu, f srd and eu, f srd are different.
Finally, we obtain the Bessel multipoles for
anisotropic media by replacing the isotropic plane
waves in Eqs. (5) and (6) with the pseudo u- and fpolarized plane waves for anisotropic media [Eq. (7)].
Unfortunately, the integrals in Eqs. (5) and (6) then
cannot be evaluated analytically anymore but must
be performed numerically by approximation with a
sum. It is important to note that no additional error
is introduced by this numerical integration. Indeed,
each plane wave fulfills Maxwell’s equations, and so
does the multipole. From a numerical view point,
we notice that if we first discretize the spherical
integration domain into colatitudes and then discretize
each colatitude linearly the summation over each
colatitude represents a discrete Fourier transform and
therefore its speed can be increased with a fast Fourier
transform.
Another way to represent the field inside the
anisotropic domain is to expand it directly into plane
waves. This expansion, which we call the plane
wave expansion (PWE), is a linear combination of
pw 1
pw 2
plane-wave couples feu, f srd, eu, f srdg propagating in all
directions. Its main advantage is that the evaluation
of the f ield is much less time consuming than with the
BME, since no summation or fast Fourier transform is
required.
The convergence of the BME and the PWE was studied for spherical scatterers by use of solutions evaluated with the coupled-dipole approximation15,16 as a
reference. The same behavior as for the twodimensional case was observed,8 i.e., a rapid convergence as soon as the number of expansion parameters
was large enough to represent the f ield. In each case,
fewer parameters are required for the BME than for
the PWE to achieve a given accuracy, which implies a
smaller system of equations for the BME.
As a f irst numerical example, we consider the scattering of a magneto-optic Dy7 Co5 sphere of radius
250 nm illuminated by a plane wave propagating in the
ẑ direction. The scatterer is magnetized by a static
magnetic field pointing in the ẑ direction, and the

wavelength of the incident field is 633 nm. For this
wavelength, the permittivity of Dy7 Co5 is17
2
3
2z eoff 0
ed
6
7
$
ed
0 5,
e  4 z eoff
(8)
0
0
ed
where ed  3.01 1 7.35i, eoff  0.056 2 0.0078i, and z
is a parameter representing the magnetization. This
parameter vanishes for no magnetization and is equal
to 1 at saturation. The parameters S3 and S4 of the
scattering amplitude matrix18 are represented in Fig. 1
for the scattering directions su  2p . . . p, f  0d as
a function of z . S3 and S4 represent the coupling
of the s-polarized incident field with the p-polarized
scattered f ield and the p-polarized incident field with
the s-polarized scattered field, respectively. When no
magnetization is applied sz  0d, S3 and S4 vanish,
and no coupling is observed. When magnetization
is applied, coupling appears, and S3 and S4 increase
with increasing magnetization (Fig. 1). This coupling

Fig. 1. Parameters (a) S3 and (b) S4 of the scattering
amplitude matrix for a magneto-optic Dy7 Co5 sphere of
radius 250 nm. The incident f ield is a plane wave of
wavelength 633 nm propagating in the ẑ direction. The
scatterer is magnetized in the ẑ direction. The parameters
S3 and S4 are represented for the scattering directions su 
2p . . . p, f  0d for different magnetization parameters z
between zero magnetization sz  0d and saturation [z  1;
Eq. (8)].
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rection of the crystal’s principal axis. For instance,
the principal axis parallel to the incident field polarization [Fig. 2(a)] gives a strong focus at the center of
the object. On the other hand, no focus appears when
the principal axis is perpendicular to the polarization,
and a shadow region is visible behind the scatterer
[Fig. 2(b)].
The extension of the GMT to anisotropic media that
has been presented here is simple to implement in
an existing GMT code. The new expansions converge
rapidly and make possible the investigation of subtle
phenomena. The present research should find numerous applications in domains in which the interaction of
light with anisotropic media is important, for example,
in crystal (including semiconductor) optics or practical
design of magneto-optic data storage systems.
It is a pleasure to acknowledge fruitful discussions
with R. Ballisti, C. Hafner, P. Leuchtmann, and R.
Vahldieck. This study was supported by the Swiss
National Science Foundation.
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Fig. 2. Amplitude of the electric f ield at time t  0 for a
TiO2 ellipsoid. The major and minor axes of the ellipsoid
are 900 and 600 nm, respectively. The scatterer is illuminated by a unit plane wave of wavelength 633 nm, polarized in the x̂ direction and propagating in the ẑ direction.
The crystal’s ordinary (extraordinary) permittivity is 6.67
(8.24). The crystal’s principal axis is parallel to either (a)
the x̂ axis or (b) the ŷ axis.

represents a rotation of the polarization plane and is
known as the Kerr effect. This effect was studied
for the one-dimensional case.19,20 Precise knowledge
of the angular dependence of this effect for a finitesize sample, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is important for
optimizing practical data storage systems based on
magneto-optic materials.
Let us emphasize that the effect investigated here
is rather minute, as the off-diagonal terms in the permittivity tensor (8) are extremely small. Nevertheless, the GMT is accurate enough to evidence such
small changes in the polarization. For example, using the PWE with 540 parameters and 602 boundary discretizations, we find that the maximal residual
boundary error is only 0.0033% for this problem. The
values of S3 and S4 , which correspond to f ield components with an amplitude of approximately 0.1% of the
total f ield amplitude, are therefore reliable.
As a second numerical example, let us consider a
TiO2 ellipsoid. This crystal has extraordinary permittivity ee  8.24 and ordinary permittivity eo  6.67
for the wavelength considered (633 nm).21 The scatterer is illuminated by a x̂-polarized plane wave propagating in the ẑ direction. The amplitude of the total
electric field at time t  0 is represented in Fig. 2(a)
for the crystal’s principal axis parallel to the x̂-axis
and in Fig. 2(b) for the principal axis parallel to the ŷ
axis. As the difference between ee and eof is large,
the propagation of light strongly depends on the di-
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